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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 18/1987

•
Mathematical Methods In the Study of Natural and

Computer Languages
(Mathematische Aspekte natürlicher und Computersprachen)

19.4. bis 25.4.1987

The conference on mathematics in the study of language was organized by
Professors Barwise from Stanford, Fenstad (0510), Kamp (Austin) and
Richter (Kaiserslautern) and brought together experts not only from a wide
geographical area, but also of various research areas: mathematics, logic,
philosophy, computer science, artificial intel1igence and linguistics. This
resulted in a lively scientific athmosphere and in many stimulating
discussions about the lectures, between the talks and often all night long.

The chronological course of the meeting· was beneficially planned and

.developed from the presentation of most recent works about theoretical
foundation~ of the field into lectures about the application of these
methods in solving concrete problems in natural language processing. Each
day in turn began with a 'programmatical' lecture (they were also highly
frequented by t~e participants of the logicians' conference, which was
simultaniously held at Oberwolfach) and continued with three special
talks. E.g., actusl questions of theorem proving and problems around
generalized quantifiars were one-day topics.

Main emphasis (in time and interest) was given to aetual work on
developing a mathematicalty well-founded framework for interpreting
natural language sentences as constituents of larger discourses.The
conference benefitted exceptionally from the fact that the internationally
leading researchers of this field ware among the organizers and recturers.
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An~~iTficlPäf'ti had the feeling that this conference showed that
(computer) linguists' can find many methods and results of existing
mathematics that ~re useful for' their work, and, on the other hand, that
the questions that come up in natural language processing are suitable for
mathematical investigations and of interest to the working
mathem'atician. This meeting at Oberwolfach contributed to further
progress iri the study of language, and would be desirable to have a
successor at tha' same Jovely place that should focus on one of the topics
of this important and fascinating research area.

Abstracts (in chronologieal order)

1. lohan van Benthem (Amsterdam):

ApplicatioDS oI matbematical loeic in Iipeuistics

1 The Question: Is there a significant use of mathematics in the study of naturallanguage?

(Programming languages: only in asides)

2 Claim: There exist already enough connections to support a positive answer. The evidence is in

the following list of examples:

•
Semanties:

1) Formal Languages aild Automata

2) Categorial Grammar and Logical Proof Theory

3) Fine-structure of Logical Syntax

1) General Frameworks: Universal Algebra of Montague Grammar

Situation Theory

2) General Features of Natural Language: Typefree modelllng, Finite Model

Theory, Logicality and Permutation invariance (Connection with Lambda

Calculus and Type Theory)

3) Special Topics: e.g., detenniners, temporal expressions

Inference: ~) Natural Logic: large decidable fragments

2) Non-standard Consequence: non-monotonicity

3) Inference and representation: e,g., AI-discussion about conputationally

preferabl~representation of time, more generally: development of Qualitative

Physics.
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3 So, existing logic I mathematics is quite useful here - though often with aOnew twist: fine-stnlcture

of standard theories I alternative set-ups. But, also new mathematics will have to be developed (as

in all important applications), notably in the study of larger lin~istic structures (texts, discourse),

as well as dynamie aspects of semantic processing.

2. Yiannis N. Moschovakis (Los Angeles):

Formal Properties oe Parallel agd Segueptial AI20rjtbms

The OOt half of the talk presented in outline the basic ideas of a theory of (parallel, no-side-effects,

no-dependence on the state) pure algorithms. One studies certain set-theoretic objects called

recursors which model pure algorithms on structures of a certain type; among all recursors, the

algorithms of astructure are those defmable in the Formal Language of RecursiOn, FLR. The

technieaI part of the work comes down to the study of the syntax and the semantics of FLR. In this

talk, only the fust baeis result ahout FLR was discussed, Le. the axiomatizability of the binmy

relation on terms

(*) s """ t <=> s and t define the same algorithm on all sttuetures.

In the second half of the talk the more general communicating structures aod (both parallel and

sequential, With side effects and possible dependence on the state)a1gorithms were introduced, and

an alternative model of FLR was discussed, on these objects. The axioms of the reinterpretation of

(*) still holds, so a new completeoess theorem is obtained, for the new modelling.

The validity of the same axiomatizations for both models means that the formal properties of these

notions of algorithms are the same.

3. Roben S. Boyer (Ausrin):

Quantificatiou in Aytomatie Theorem Proyipg

We described a theorem-proving program which has been used to check such results as quadratic

reciprocity and Gödel's incompleteness theorem. We asked for help in finding or creating a logic

with

(a) the power of set theory,

(b) the concenience of notation found in quantificational expressions such as

'V x P(x), (x:p(x)}, and A x f(x),

(c) 00 bound variables, and

(d) a tractability thal admits pleasant hand proofs.

The apparent"contradictioo between (b) and (c) may be resolved by consideration of the support that

the von Neumann-Bernays-Gödel set theory provides for the {x:q(x)} notation with a finite
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axiomatization; .however, this avenue violates condition (d). The technique described in "On Adding

Bounded Quantification and non-Tenninatiog Functions to A Computational Logic" (with J.

Moore, Insitute for Computing Science, University of Texas) has been used to achieve (b), (c), and

(d), but not (a).

4. Ulf R. Schmer! (München):

Resolution on Formula.Irees

We introduced a nonclausal resolution calculus on fonnula-trees which comprises classical

resolution as a special case. The resolvents produced in this calculus are 1'I)ore sttucture preserving

than in nonclausal resolution by Murray and Manna aod Waldinger and simpler than in nested •

resolution by Traugott. Proofs of correctness and completeness were given. In some examples, first .

experiences made when implementing the calculus were discussed.

5. Jon Barwise (Stanford):

Semaotiq aod Paradox

In this talk I discussed the problems semantical paradoxes pose for any mathematical framework for

doing semantics of naturallanguage. I illustrated one approach to the paradoxes by using Aczel's

theory ZFCJAFA. I presented a simple fonnallanguage in which the paradoxes ca be expressed and

then discussed two alternative semantics for it. In one semantics, the Russelian, some sentences

cannot have thruth values. In the other semantics, the Austinian, sentences always express

propositions with a determinate truth value. I then discussed a theorem which gives an Austinian

characterization of those sentences that are paradoxical on the Russelian semantics. The ta1k was

based on joint work with John Etchemendy.

6. David Israel (Stanford):

BackarQund tQ Situation Ibmry

Motivation is given for developing a many-sorted frrst order theory of information-content and of

the sttuctures involved in infonnational relations.

Tbe theory involves the pos~ationof n-ary relations as primitives and of propositions as structural

complexes of a cenain kind. A crocial requirement is that to the axioms of the theory . There should

correspond objects in the universe of the theory.
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7. Stanley Peters (Stanford):

GeneraUzed Quaptjfiers Qnd Anaphora

Different kinds of noun phrases in naturallanguages express different sons of semantic content.

For example, the following English noun phrases have the syntactic and the semantic types shown.

Noun Phrase Syntactic variety Content sort
John proper name individual

she pronoun individual

the lecturer definite description individual

a logician . indefinite description individual

no linguist quantified phrase genemlized quantifier

most tables quantified phrase generalized quantifier

two theorems numeral phrase generalized quantifier

The content of any phrase varies systematically with the circumstances in which the phrase is used;

it is determined joinüy by the me8ning of the phrase and the context of utterance.

A generalized quantifier can be regarded, in extension, as a set of subsets of the domain of

quantification. Far instance, the content of "most tablestt is

( A s D IR(T, A) }

in a context where the determiner "most" expresses the relation R between sets, the noun "tabIes"

corresponds to the set T, and D is the domain of quantification. (R might be the relation sueh that

R (X, Y) iffthere is no function from X\ Y onto X n Y.)

A pronoun can funetion either deietically (indexically) or anaphorically, depending on context.

Deictic uses are, in effect, parameters whose values are fIXed by context. Anaphoric uses of

. pronouns subdivide into two kinds.

(1) A co-parametric use of "bis" in "John saw bis wateh." gives the sentence the content that

j e {x I x saw j's watch} .

(2) A role-linking use of tthis
tt gives the same sentence the content that

j e {x I x saw x's watch} .

The difference between co-parametrie and role-linking uses becomes clear in considering sentences

like

"John saw bis watch and so did Bill."

(1) je {x I x saw j's watch} & bE {x I x saw j's watch} .

(2) je {x I x saw x's wateh} & bE {x I x saw x"s watch} .

The different properties are ascribed to Bill.

An anaphorically used pronoun with a quantifying noun phrase such as "no logician" as its
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antecedent can only serve for role-linking. E.g., uNo logician saw his watch." can express

{x I x saw x's watch} E {A s D Ilogician nA = 0} .

Accordingly, ItN0 logician saw his watch; but John did. If cannot express that John saw every

logician"swatch but 00 logician saw bis OWD.

8. H. Voiger (Passau):

Syntactica' CbarBcterizatjoQ pI Tbeories wbjcb Idmit Initial Structures

. The question "Why universal Horn formulas matter in Computer Science?" (cf. Makowsky, LNCS

115) has amodel theoretic and a proof theoretic answer. The model theoretic answer characterizes

universal Horn theories as theories T which admit uniformly (Le. for all consistent extensions by •

new facts (=insertions» term models M wbich are generic for T (Le. every element of M is denoted

by a tenn and any fact is satisfiable in M iff its existential closure is derivable froin T (=~losed

World Assumption)). Note that a term model M is generic iff it is initial for T (i.e. there is a unique

homomorphism into any other model of T); Moreover, the existence of a generic model for T is

equi~alent 10 an irreducibility property ofthe theory.

We obtain the known result for universal Horn theories (cf. Malcev, Algebraic Systems) from the

more general characterization of pseudo-universal Horn theories (=limit theories in Volger, Math.

Zeitsehr. 166 (1979» as theories T which unlformlY admit initial structures. Note that a ~tructure is

initial iff it is a pseudo tenn struCture which is generic for T. The missing link in Makowsky is the

closure under equalizers of homomorphisms. This result helps to understand Malcev's result and it

shows that up to a defmitional extension by partial operations nothing can '?e gained using initial

structures rather than tenn structures which are initial. "

A related result characterizes the generic Horn theories which are axiomatized by fonniI1as of the

form V x' (<X (,,:)-+ 3 y' P.(x',y)) with <x, PE 1\ At. - Adding same restrictions we <?btain a

syntactical characterization which yields Prolog-Programs Le. universal Horn theories which are

strict and non-identifying. In this context Herbrand structures, where each element is denoted by a

unique tenn, are used instead of tenn structures.

9. Jens Erle Fenstad (Oslo):

Natural LaPKuaee Systems aod CQmputatjopal Semaptjcs

A system far na~ language analysis shall provide a framework for relating the linguistic form of

utterances and their semantic interpretation. This calls for an extension of computationallinguistics

with its traditional emphasis of syntax and morphology to include a theory of computational

semantics.

Basic to the approach which we presented in, this talk is an algorithm far converting linguistic fonn

to a format which we call a situation schema. The algorithm is in the spirit of current

6
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unification-based approaches to grammar and exploit the idea of constraint propagation.

A situation schema has a well-defined (algebraic) strUcture, suggestive of "logical fonn"; but it is a

structure different from the standard model-theoretic one. We argue that it is a structure better

a~pted for the analysis of the meaning relation in natural languages and that it provides a fonnat

useful for further processing.

In the first part of the paper we- provided the necessary background from the model-theory of partial

information (situation semanties); in particular, we reponed brieflyon some mathematical

investigations into situationallogic.

10. Hans LeiB (München):

NQu" phrases and guantjfied terms

A formallanguage was defined whose syntax is very close to a fragment of Gennan, covering noun

phrases with determiners, restrictive relative clauses and locative prepositional phrases aeting as

modifiers on quantified noons and verbs. .

It was shown how to translate terms and fomulas of this language ioto a typed fIrst-order logic

enriched by binary second order relations (Le. generalized quantifiers) and predicate operators.

Essentially, terms translate into quantifier blocks and prepositional phrases into .bounds for

quantifiers or into quantifier blocks plus predicate operators. It was sketched how to refine this

translation when anaphoric expressions such as pronouns are included ioto the language.

Conceming semanties, it was strongly suggested to define a notion of 'coherent (or: formally

understandable) text' as a refinement of "consistent theory'" in logic. In patticular, it was proposed

to modify the technical notion of '"consistency property' (which has been derived from Henkin '"s

model eonstruction of consistent theories) to deal with ambiguities, anaphoric expressions and the

sttucture of texts. Recall that, roughly, consistency properties define legal consttuction steps in the

process of buildlng a tree ofpartial models.

It was sketched briefly how the above mentioned translation might entermto a modification of this

constrllction which pays attention to at least the lin~ar ordering of sentences (as opposed to sets of

sentences in logic) and anaphora.

Essential aspects of text understanding and semantics were elaimed to be represented in this process

of consttucting a tree of partial models rather than in the limit model itself.

A development of this proposal might lead to an abstract analogue of Hans Kamp"'s discourse

representation theory fer fonnallanguages whose syntactic structure covers some aspects of natural

language syntax.
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11. Hans Kamp (Austin):

Discourse Represeotatjon Ibgory

Tbe way we interpret naturallanguage sentences that are constituents of larger coherent discourses

or texts relies heavily on the information we have already extracted from the earlier part of the text

or discourse. An adequate theory of naturallanguage meaning must give an account of this

contextual aspect of interpretation. Moreover, it must show how interpreting the sentence leads

simultaneously to an incrementation of content and to a modified context with respeet to which the

next sentence should be interpreted.

Discourse Representation Theory gives a systematic description of this interpretation process.

Central to the theory are so-called Discourse Representation Structures or DRS "'s. A DRS acts

simultaneously as a representation of the joint content of the sentences that have been interpreted

already and as the context for the sentence that comes next. (Tbe content of a DRS can be

characterized along familiar model-theoretic lines.) When a sentence is processed relative to a given

DRS ~swill result in a new DRS which incorporates the contribution which the sentence makes to

the content represented by the old DRS. Thus, abstractly, the process ofsentence interpretation is a

function from DRS"'s to DRS "'s. Sentence meaning should no longer be thought of in tenns of the

proposition a sentence expresses, but rather as the capacity ~f the sentence to modify a given DRS

into a new one, typically one with stronger truth conditions (cf. the "flie change potential" of I.

Heim).

Discourse Representation Theory seerns especially weIl equipped to handle intersentential

connections such as pronominal or temporal anaphora. The talk presented a number of sampie

discourses and showed how the processing algorithm converts into DRS"s with intuitively correet

truth conditions.

12. Helle Frisak Sem (Oslo):

Correspondenccs between PBI. Situation Schema Theory aod Situation Semaptics

Over the past 10 years several new grammatical and semantical theories in the study of natural

Ianguage have emerged: the Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) developed by Hans Kamp

[1], the Situation Semantics by Jon Barwise and John Perry [2], and the Situation Schema Theory

by Jens Erik Fenstad et al. [3].

In the flISt part of the Iectw'e we discussed the relationship between DRS (Discourse Representation

Structures) and Situation Schemata. Given a lexicon and a set of phrase structure rules we can for

each sentence of the language construct an associated DRS which consists of a structured set of

condidtions, atomic conditions ( a. =u, a. (u), a. (u,v» and cornplex conditions (mr~ m2)' The

DRS represents a unique reading ofthe sentence with respect to scope order and coreference. From

the corresponding situation schema of <p we can extract exactly the same atomic fact schemata,

such that given a suitable Q-mode (quantifier scope reading) and coreferential conditions we get the

same first order transcription of the DRS (cp) and SIT.cp .

In the second part of the talk we discussed a Situation Semantic interpretation of a DRS. In

8
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Situation Semanties the meaning of a sentence cp is a conventional eonstraint between the utterance

situation and the situation described:

[ cp ] : involves, DC'cp , Scp ;1.

From a DRS we ean systematically eonstruct the event-type of Scp , the described situation, giving

an interpretation of the DRS into situation semanties.

[1] Kamp, H. (1981): HA Theory of Thruth and Semantic Representation", in: Groenendijk, J. et

al. (OOs): Formal Methods in the Study of Language. Amsterdam.

[2] Barwise, I., Perry, I. (1983): Situations and Attitudes. The MIT Press.

[3] Fenstad, I.E., Halvorsen, P.K., Langholm, T., van Benthem, I. (1987): Situations, language,

and Logic. Reidel.

13. Barbara H. Partee (Ambers!):

Sbjftjgg Types in Natural Language Semaptics
Montague's sttong fonn of compositionality requires a bomomorphism from the syntaetic algebra to

the semantic algebra (Montague, "Universal Grammar", 1970), including tbe assignment of a

unique semantie type to each syntaetie eategory. I argue from a eombination of formal and empirical. .

considerations that natural languages like English are better described with a framework wh~ch

allows the assignment of a~ of types to eaeh syntaetic eategory. One set of relevant facts

includes transitive-verb conjunctions like "need and want" (intensional), "kick and hit lt

(extensional), "needed and boughf' (mixed); their semantic behaviour is inconsistent with

Montague's uniform type asssignment, given the persuasiveness of what seems to be the best

treatment of cross-categorial conjunctions. I argue for giving each lexical verb a basic lexieal type

plus inttoducing shifting mIes to produce homonyms of higher types; together with an interPretation

strategy of "try simplest types fIrSt", this gives the desired results.

Ariother set of phenomena involves the multiple interpretations of noun phrases, which may be of

these types: entity, generalized quantifier, property. I discuss the problem of identifying "natural"

type-shifting operations and describe several candidates for such operations. This also leads to a

new perspective on the meanings of "be", "a", and "the". A call for further study, ~th formal and

empirical, ends the presentation.

References:

Panee (1987): "Noun Phrase Interpretation and Type-shifting Principles". in: Groenendijk et al.

(OOs.), Proc. ef 5th Amsterdam Colloq. Foris Pub.

Panee & Roo~ (1983): "Generalized Conjunction and Type Ambiguity", in: Bäuerle et al (eds):

Proc. of 1980 Konstanz Conf., de Gruyter.
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14. Wolfgang Schönfeld (Heidelberg):

Tbe putcpme pr LEX

LEX (Linguistic and logic based legal expert system) is an ongoing and nearly finished project at

mM Heidelberg Scientific Center~ Its purpose is to develop' an expert system which helps the

lawyer to Sdeal with cases of §142 StOB (hit-and-run at the scene of an accident). Moreover, it was

designed,to have a naturallanguage front-end. We report on problems and successes in that project.

Tho~gh we made great progres~ in some areas (lexicon, grammar, resolving of referents, inference,

queries during inference), we experienced that the task as whole cannot yet be carried out. The

raesons are:

1. There'is 00 overall theory.

2. Even parts of it are underdeveloped:

Common sense knowlegde, generation of logical fonn, dialog prineiples.

15. Michael M. Richter (Kaiserslautern):

Problems PD tbe borderUge betweep natural lapuaees. computer laneuaees apd

loeic arjsjne (rom expert systems

In expert systems the style. of programming is mainly declarative which rises the question of

knowlegde representation. We distinguish roughly three levels: The cognitive level (connected with

natural language), the logicallevel (knowledge representation language), and the computational

level (programming languag~s). Some of the problems arising from the eombioatioo of these levels

are discussed. On the computer language level we sketehed difficulties arising from attempts to

amalgamate logical, functional and object oriented languages togehter. with (polymorphie) type~. On

other levels we presented some problems in hypothetical and default reasoning, the logic of

question. and answer~ As an example of a very specific problem Allan's time intervallogic was

viewed from the viewpoint of reducing its complexity.

•

16. Wolfgang Wahlster (Saarbrücken):

VITRA: Dissourse Domajgs aga Cogyersatjogal Settiga •

The aim of the project~.(VIsual TRAnslator) is the developmeot of a computational theory of

the relation between naturallanguage and vision. In this talk:, we will focus on the semantics ofpa~

prepositions (like 'along' or 'past1 and their use for the description of trajectories of moving

objects, the intrinsic and deictic use of spatial pr~positions and the use of linguistic hedges to

express various de~ees of applicability of spatial relations.

First, we describe the implementation of the system CITYTOUR, a German question-'answering

system that simulates aspects of a fictitious sightseeing tour through a city. Then we show how the

system was interfaced to an image sequence analysis system. From the top of a 35m high building,

a stationary TV camera recorded an image sequence of a street crossing on videotape. In 130

selected frames the moving objects were automatically recognized by analyzing displacement vector
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fields. Our system then answers naturallanguage queries about the recogriized events.

Finally, we discuss current extensions to the system for the generation of areport on a soccer game,

which the syste~ is watching. Here we focus on the problem of incremental, real-time lext

generation and the use of a re-representation component which models the assumed imagination of
the listerter.

17. Aravind K. Joshi (philadelphia):

Localiiy aod Lio2uistic Structure

Different grammatical formalis~ are characterlzed by different domains of locality. For example,

each rewriting rule in a context-free gr8mmar (CFG) constitutes a domain of locality for CFG. Head

Granmars (HG), Tree Adjoining Grarrimars (TAG), Categorial Grammars (CG), Indexed

Grammars (IG), etc. all have different domains of locality. The particular domain of locality for a·

given grammatical formalism has implications for the specification of constituency, constraints

(e.G. agreement), function-argument-relationships, word-o~der variation, and characterlzation of

unification constraints. The elementary trees of a TAG provide a larger domain of locality as

compared to CFG. This particu1ar domain of locality enables one to localize all the so-called

long-distance dependencies in naturallanguages. The long-distance nature of these dependencies

then comes out as a byproduct of the operation of composition, called adjunction.This locality

constrains the flow of infonnation with respect to feature compatibility checking in unification. I

described how TAGs ean be embedded in the unification framework. This embedding results in a

constrained unification based framework. The precise nature of the complexity results due to these

constraints is still being worked. An exact semanties for. this formalism can be given via a recursive

transition network, as contrasted with a fmite state automaton which haS been used for specifying

the semantics for feature structures by Ait-Kaci and Rounds and Kasper:

I also described results which show how a variety of systems such as HG, IG (restricted), and

others are equivalent to TAG.

Berichterstatterin: C. Reddig-Siekmann
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